

































	School Principal: Tammy WIlliams
	Council Chair: Kris Speed
	date of endorsement: 19/ 03/2018
	Site Context and Highlights: The 2017 school year started on a busy note with the juggling of whole schools sports and the introduction of many new strategies to support the achievement of our whole school priorities and student achievement. Cummins Area School has a whole school population of 455 students, inclusive of our Preschool School. Our site offers an  educational pathway from birth - year 12. This being one of the greatest strengths for our school community.  Our site improvement priorities for 2017 aim to build on our learning journey from 2016. This saw the embedding of the following priorities.WHOLE SCHOOL PRIORITY 1. Wellbeing for LearningWHOLE SCHOOL PRIORITY 1. Intellectual Stretch and Innovation through Learning Design WHOLE SCHOOL PRIORITY 1. Literacy and Numeracy Improvement These whole school priorities are designed to results in  SACE IMPROVEMENT, SEA ACHIEVEMENT AND HIGHBAND LEVELS INCREASESACE summaryOur 2017 Year 12 students did Cummins Area School proud! Congratulations to Madeline Crettenden, who is our 2015 Cummins Area School DUX with an ATAR result of 94.45.  Madeline was closely followed by Taylor with an ATAR of 91.45 .  These are two outstanding results for our school and show the value of public education at Cummins Area School. Madeline also received a merit for Research Project.Our school’s SACE completion and University offerings are summarised in our school performance section. Our improvement data indicates our key drivers are supporting the improvement agenda.STEM and BETTER SCHOOLSCummins Area School has been one of the fortunate schools to gain $3.5 million to complete a significant upgrade to our facilities with the aim of improving the teaching and learning of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. This opportunity will provide the facilities to support our pedagogical and dispositional improvement agenda providing students with the opportunity to learn, and teacher  the opportunity to teach in a multidisciplinary way. It will allow us to both build connections between subject areas and build dispositions that prepare our students for the 21st Century such as creativity, critical thinking and problem solving . The Better Schools Funding, an additional $4million dollar upgrade will allow our school to complete a the upgrade of our STEM Facilities as well as  with the aim ofrefurbishing existing infrastructure to provide flexible, contemporary learning spacesRedevelop Art, Tech and Home Ecimproved street presence and connectivity to the communitydemolishing relocatable buildingsExternal ReviewOur school gained a four year turn around with our External Review indicating that our school has high quality teaching and learning and a collaborative culture built around a clear improvement agenda. We have continued to build effective partnerships that have resulted in broadening our students educational experiences and allowing them to put their skills to the test in real life situations. Examples of these effective partnerships arethe implementation of our ’Food For Thought’ Breakfast Programthe upgrade to facilities and the continuation of our Youth Opportunities program thanks to the Cummins District Community Bank Branch  Bendigo Bankthe Subject Expo and Colour RunOur partnership with DECD continues to grow through the start of our 3.5 million dollar upgrade for STEM facilitiesan additional 4 million dollars to improve other educational facilities  Building partnerships with teaching and learning organisations byhaving success with the Science and Engineering ProgramMerino Challenge and Led Steer Competitions Dinosaur Ants with Squashed Cockyvisit from Cosi for Food and FibreYear 9/10 Snow Trip to Mount Buller Scientist in Residence in the Librarystrengthening our Music Program with Kerry Claughton, Mike Hester and Scott McConnellBuilding partnerships with sports by1st place in the Interschool Sports day held at CleveNational, State and local success in Gymkhana, swimming and other sportsPhysical Education and Science weeksBi-annual Community EventOver the year we have also looked to improve the relationships between our sections of the school. This has seen the popular mentoring program between our Year 12 students and Foundation students.  Cummins continue to build strong partnerships with the community - including a partnership between DECD, School and the Cummins District Community Bank to upgrade Home Ec, community to provide mentoring and wellbeing programs.A huge thank you to our sponsors such as Youth Opportunities and other partners in education. Without you all we can not offer the quality of education that we do here at Cummins Area School. 
	Governing Council Report: Welcome to our distinguished guests including Mr Peter Treloar the Member for Flinders, parents, community members including those of the community bank, Year 12 students and their families. Congratulations to all award winners so far today.  I firmly believe Cummins Area School is a great school & we have an active, diverse and passionate governing council, of which I am pleased to be Chairperson. Our role is to represent the best interest of students and their families, and to offer perspective from outside & inside the school, while supporting the everyday challenges and opportunities this place offers to our students on their learning journey. School governing council is also in charge of approval of Student free days so hopefully all the students had a nice day off on Monday.  I would like to thank all members of the 2017 governing council for their honest, enthusiastic and realistic input to our group, especially Julie Cretty, Bernie Redden & Danielle Meaney as the executive. Parents, staff and community members please speak to me or another member if you interested to join us in the future. There have been many highlights for our school this year both academically, on the sporting field and otherwise, including our great governing council yiros stand at the community event. Movement groups, student executive and the general student population have also contributed to some great initiatives this year, with support & direction from the great school staff. Our school has some challenging and exciting opportunities going forward including the STEM and facilities upgrade, as well as our Home Ec/Food Science area supported by Bendigo Bank, Cummins & District Financial Services. This will present some challenges to our team beginning next year, but please be confident the learning and wellbeing of our students is the highest priority during this process and we will have a facility we can nurture our community in for years to come. We would like to acknowledge the tireless work that teachers and school management have put in to our students education and well-being in 2017, especially those in the intense final year. Please join me to congratulate the Year 12 students on their efforts this year and wish them all the very best for the future.   Kris SpeedChairperson 
	Quality Improvement Planning Preschool: Cummins Area School Preschool Annual Report 2017

2017 was a year of progress and change including a change in leadership at Cummins Area School Preschool and Rural Care.  Many goals were set to achieve through the Quality Improvement Plan and aligned with the school's Site Improvement Plan.  Staff continued the implementation of the Literacy and Numeracy indicators for teaching, planning and assessment of children's progress and as a tool to report to families.  Throughout the year children's profile folders, learning stories and statements of learning all assessed children's learning directly against the indicators.  As part of the DECD Learning Design and Moderation strategy, the centre participated in professional development around developing pedagogy through reflective practice.  Improvements were sought in developing new systems for improving documentation of the learning program and children's learning to families.  This included enhancing profile folders and family access to the folders.  In line with the school birth to year 12 pedagogical shift, the centre aimed to increase effective dialogue and questioning to enhance learning and children's voice.  Large numbers of children were identified at the beginning of the year bringing food and drinks with high sugar and fat content.  The centre aimed to educate children and families in practising healthy eating and drinking practices.  The Keeping Safe Child Protection Curriculum continued to be implemented effectively.  The centre continued to focus on learning spaces to ensure they are engaging and promote independence and intellectual stretch for children, and that the natural environment is designed to enhance quality learning experiences.  The indoor and outdoor learning spaces were cleared of clutter and redesigned to maximise space.  Sustainable practices were focused on as part of the daily routine and children learnt how to use them.  Staff worked towards functioning as a cohesive staff team, to ensure all staff delivered high quality education in partnership with the school.  Staff meetings and professional development occurred with whole site teams as well as the centre team.  Current information about the service was made more readily available to families at all times and in a variety of ways.  The Preschool Parent Survey results in relation to 'There is a broad variety of communication that informs me about this preschool' were 33% agree and 67% strongly agree.  The inclusion of the family voice in all aspects of the centre was also successful with high levels of parent involvement in the program through music, gardening and pets.  The Parent Committee was formed and meetings were regularly attended with fundraising efforts of over $3,000.  Overall parent survey results increased from the previous year.

	Improvement Planning and Outcomes School: A contiuous Improvement Cycle has been implemented at Cumins Area School over the past 3 years.The cycle was support by its external review at the beginning of 2017.This review showed confidence in the schools improvement journey and gaining a 4 year turn around.Whole School PrioritiesWHOLE SCHOOL PRIORITY 1. Wellbeing for LearningKey strategies implemented and embedded1. Review the student opinion surveys and re-survey term 2 2017 to see the growth or areas to develop. Key drivers for improvement areFeedback Quality and EffectivenessLearning Intent and Success Criteria2. Develop a Wellbeing for Learning Team to respond to student wellbeing needs. Proactive vs Reactive models with the focus being on proactive key strategies such as mentoring, counselling time, small group intervention 3. Unpack the 3 learning approach and document the learning expectations to gain consistent language across the school. WHOLE SCHOOL PRIORITY 1. Intellectual Stretch and Innovation through Learning Design 1. Internal and External Moderation Processes2 .Teachers using the learning design to document their planning for learning.3. Student learning Tasks, Task Designs, designed to clarify intent and learning success criteria.WHOLE SCHOOL PRIORITY 1. Literacy and Numeracy Improvement 1. Develop whole school agreements re effective numeracy practice2. Develop whole school agreements re effective literacy practice3. Track, Monitor and Hold students achievement progress at all stages of schooling - then target intervention These whole school priorities are designed to results in  SACE IMPROVEMENT, SEA ACHIEVEMENT AND HIGHBAND LEVELS INCREASESACE Summary Report These 4 key priorities saw our school achieve the following results                         2014         2015         2016      2017incomplete      26%          8%               0%        0 %complete         74%       92%            100%      100%                A- E Grade Band Distribution  - Stage 2        2015         2016           2017A       16%       14.29%          30.3%B        36%       61.54 %        40.4%C        43%       23.08%         28.3%Our 2017 Year 12 students did Cummins Area School proud! Congratulations to Madeline Crettenden, who is our 2015 Cummins Area School DUX with an ATAR result of 94.45.  Madeline was closely followed by Taylor with an ATAR of 91.45 .  These are two outstanding results for our school and show the value of public education at Cummins Area School. Madeline also received a merit for Research Project.Our school’s SACE completion and University offerings are summarised in our school performance section. Our improvement data indicates our key drivers are supporting the improvement agenda.SEA ACHIEVEMENTYear 3Reading  100   74   85Numeracy 97   77   85Year 5Reading    70   79   84Numeracy  88  88   97 Year 7Reading   79   75   73Numeracy 95   96   82Year 9Reading   79   75   73Numeracy  83   83   75Growth in Middle and Upper Growth Bands3-5Reading 61%Numeracy 81%5-7Reading  69%Numeracy  89%7-9Reading   94%Numeracy  86%
	2014Percentage of year 12 students attaining a year 12 certificate or equivalent VET qualification: 76.47
	2014Percentage of year 12 students undertaking vocational training or trade training: 53.85
	2015Percentage of year 12 students attaining a year 12 certificate or equivalent VET qualification: 92.31
	2015Percentage of year 12 students undertaking vocational training or trade training: 66.67
	2016Percentage of year 12 students attaining a year 12 certificate or equivalent VET qualification: 
	2016Percentage of year 12 students undertaking vocational training or trade training: 89.49
	20170: 0.0
	20170_2: 0.0
	20170_3: 0.0
	20170_4: 0.0
	20171: 2.0
	201710: 8.1
	201710_2: 10.1
	201710_3: 8.1
	201711: 20.2
	201714: 12.1
	201716: 16.2
	201718: 18.2
	20171_2: 1.0
	20171_3: 0.0
	20171_4: 0.0
	20177: 4.0
	201796: 100%
	201797: 100%
	2017Percentage of year 12 students attaining a year 12 certificate or equivalent VET qualification: 
	2017Percentage of year 12 students undertaking vocational training or trade training: 
	attendance rate: 
	School Performance Comment: Cummin Area School continues to perform well with its achievement resutls.Our school’s SACE completion and A-E grades sees huge improvementsThese 4 key priorities saw our school achieve the following results                         2014         2015         2016      2017incomplete      26%          8%               0%        0 %complete         74%       92%            100%      100%                A- E Grade Band Distribution  - Stage 2        2015         2016           2017A       16%       14.29%          30.3%B        36%       61.54 %        40.4%C        43%       23.08%         28.3%Congratulations to Madeline Crettenden, who is our 2017 DUX with an ATAR result of 94.45. Madeline also received a merit for Research Project.Our SEA achievement shows a consistent pattern with some year levels showing an increase and others showing a decrease. Numeracy has been our curriculum focus area therefore, we see more consistent improvements in these areaaSEA ACHIEVEMENTYear 3Reading  100   74   85Numeracy 97   77   85Year 5Reading    70   79   84Numeracy  88  88   97 Year 7Reading   79   75   73Numeracy 95   96   82Year 9Reading   79   75   73Numeracy 83   83   75Our Growth data indicatesReading 3-5  52% in 2016 and 61% in 2017 , 5-7  81% in 2016and 69% in 2017 ,  7-9 90% 2016 and 94% in 2017 represented in medium to high growthNumeracy 3-5  70% in 2016 and 81% in 201, 5-7     81% in 2016 and 89% in 2017,    7-9   90% in 2016 and 86% in 2017   of our school being represented in medium to high growthCummins Area School has a challenge that we have already identified. That challenge is in increasing our number of students who are represented in the high growth band. A large percentage of our students sit in the medium growth. This is true when it comes to both performance and growth. Band distribution data indicates that we do not have high numbers of students performing in our top band levels. Once again we have the challenge of increasing the number of student who are represented in the higher bands of performance.           
	Attendance Comment: Cummins Area School and Preschool maintains a consistent attendance pattern remaining in the low 90%.Our year 12 attendance rates have increased which is pleasing to see as we have introduced a more fluid way to ensure our year 12 students are signing in to their day through an improved front office system. Case Management meeting have been in place to ensure all students who fall below an attendance rate of 85- 90% are closely monitored and supported. Other strategies such as Waving systems, Letters to parents, school meetings have occurred for families who students fall between 85-90%.
	Preschool Enrolment Comment: Enrolment numbers have been consistent over time at Cummins Preschool and projections for 2018 show a slight increase. 
	School Behaviour Management Comment: Cummins Area School has minimal incidents when it comes to behaviour management. We have a whole school agreement in place that was reviewed at the beginning of the year. This agreement is adhered to by all staff.On the occasions when we have used suspension as a behaviour management strategy re-entry meetings have occurred and an action plan is developed.I report to the Governing Council twice per term regarding our Cyber System. This informs Governing Council members of the incidents that have occurred and the pattern challenges that may be arising such as bullying etc. Our Wellbeing Team closely monitor individual students and look for ways to support the reengage of these specific children either through social skill lessons, 1:1 counseling etc
	Client Opinion Summary: Cummins Area School conducts 2 parent opinion surveys, one for the school and one for the preschool. Both surveys are based around the same elements of improvement.Survey Area 3-Quality Teaching LearningOverall this area is strong for Cummins Area School. All 7 areas showed a consistent rating of 4-5. Meaning that families, overall,  either agree or strongly agree with the 7 categories.The category that is an area of improvement for us and our school is "My child`s teachers clearly inform me about the learning."Positive comments include:"It has been fantastic to see an overall improvement in teaching practices across year levels - it appears to be not as disjointed.""We are very grateful to the wonderful staff who have made our child's last year at school such a fabulous environment to finish his education in such a positive manner. Thankyou!"Survey Area - Support of LearningOverall this area is strong for Cummins Area School. All 7 areas showed a consistent rating of 4-5. Meaning that families, overall,  either agree or strongly agree with the 7 categories.The category that is an area of improvement for us and our school is "This school has information available about other support agencies within the community.""The school changes its programs and activities to improve student achievement."Suggestions for improvement include comments such as:"I think the school needs more support and help with the children that have special needs or just struggle with everyday subjects."Survey Area - Relationship and CommunicationOverall this area isn't as strong for Cummins Area School. All 7 areas showed a  rating between 3.7-4.3. Meaning that families, overall,  either agree or strongly agree or were neither agree or disagree with the 9 categories.This category presented a lot of challenges for our school around timing and style of communication. This is definitely an area of growth for the school. 2016 saw the introduction of the text message system. This has had a positive parent response.Survey Area - Leadership and Decision MakingOverall this area had the most variation in the 9 categories.  When it comes to the leadership the school appeared to perform well with the 4 questions around leadership rating between 4.1-4.5, agree - strongly agree. However, the questions regarding decision making are all lower, with a rating of 3.6-3.7. This indicates, overall, parents neither agree or disagree with our decision making processes. Categories such as parents have opportunity to participate in decisions, the school seeks parent`s opinions about educational programs and parents being involved in the development of school plans are all categories for us to reflect upon. 
	DECO Relevant History Screening: Our school ensures all employees and volunteers have their DECD Relevant History Screening.
	Destination Comment: Our destination is showing that 16 students have gone into an unknown category. This is due to the data base not picking up the destination data for our year 12 students as the school has only gained this information since school has returned in 2017. 15 out of 16 of these students represented in the unknown category have either  gone to University, paid employment or TAFE. 1 students is still seeking employment locally.Cummins Area School sees one of its strengths and key outcomes as knowing where their students are coming from and where they are heading after formal schooling. 
	Amount Fund Raising: 16,128
	AmountGrants Commonwealth: 3,200
	AmountGrants State: 25,000
	AmountOther: 71,067
	AmountParent Contributions: 301,219
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant DECD Standard of Educational Achievement  outcomes where applicableImproved outcomes for children with additional language or dialect: 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant DECD Standard of Educational Achievement  outcomes where applicableImproved outcomes for children with disabilities: This money was targeted for students who needed speech and language, and social and emotional development.
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant DECD Standard of Educational Achievement  outcomes where applicableRow1: This money was targeted for students who needed speech and language, and social and emotional development.
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved outcomes for children with additional language or dialect: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved outcomes for children with disabilities: Increase PASM results
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesRow1: Readiness for school was improved. 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesAboriginal Languages Programs Initiatives: 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesBetter Schools Funding: The Better Schools Funding was converted into improving numeracy outcomes for years 3,5,7 and 9s using the QUICKSMART program. 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Behaviour Management and Engagement: This money was used to engage with WCYS and provide 1:1 counselling support for students at risk. 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Outcomes for Gifted Students: 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with Disabilities: We have 3 students who gain 30 hours of SSO funding a week due to their high needs. The additional money is converted into a Special Education teacher and SSO hours to support reading intervention etc
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with an Additional Language or Dialect: This funding targeted students who needed additional support in the area of literacy. This money was converted to SSO hours.
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesPrimary School Counsellor if applicable: This money was used to release a team of teachers to conduct both proactive and reactive to supporting children with wellbeing for learning challenges. 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesRow4: The additional money is converted into a Special Education teacher and SSO hours to support reading intervention, articulation programs and speech and language programs. This money was used to release teachers to build their capacity in the Learning Design process. The focus was on the learning intent and unpacking the Australian Curriculum. We have also engaged in whole school learning opportunities such as Martin Westwell. 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesSpecialist School Reporting as required: 50,000 to ensure local expertise could create local, yet authentic, problems for students to solve
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesAboriginal Languages Programs Initiatives: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesBetter Schools Funding: Student achievement data in numeracy has improved for these individual students.
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Behaviour Management and Engagement: decrease the number of students referred internally and externally
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Outcomes for Gifted Students: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with Disabilities: Progress data for growth and achievement is evident in PAT R and M and RR and PA
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with an Additional Language or Dialect: Progress data for growth and achievement is evident in PAT R 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesPrimary School Counsellor if applicable: Students engagement and student wellbeing data has improved from
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesRow4: Progress data for growth and achievement is evident in PAT R and M and A-E achievement data and PASM and RR data
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesSpecialist School Reporting as required: increase engagement in STEM


